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Combating Fraud in the NHS
1.
1.1

Summary
All Health Boards have the support of Counter Fraud Services (CFS) which
was established in July 2000. NHS Western Isles have a Fraud liaison officer
(Director of Finance) and a fraud champion (normally a non executive). The
Board also takes part in the National Fraud Initiative which is run by Audit
Scotland who analysis data streams to detect fraud.

1.2

CFS role is to provide NHS Scotland with a comprehensive counter fraud
service through the prevention, detection and investigation of fraud,
embezzlement, theft, corruption and other irregularities against NHS Scotland.
Working in partnership with all of the NHS in Scotland, their ultimate aim is to
support and improve services, ensuring that money is deployed for the public
good, in the effective delivery of frontline care.

1.3

Examples of the main types of fraud that is committed within the NHS is as
follows;


Procurement fraud – this includes awarding of irregular contracts, e.g.
taking bribes to award contracts and awarding to close relatives;



Payment Fraud – payment of invoices to dummy companies who
create false invoices and or change of bank details by a 3 rd person to
obtain funds due to another company;



Equipment Theft – stealing of medical instruments and supplies often
to sell in 3rd world countries;



Staff Fraud – falsifying of timesheets and rotas, stealing from
vulnerable patients, obtaining sick leave whilst working a 2nd
employment, falsifying expenses and relocation claims;



Patient Travel – patients / escorts falsifying claim forms by submitting
false expenses or by creating appointments that do not exist;



Family Health Service Fraud – falsifying declarations to obtain for
example free dental care.

1.4

There are three strategy principles in combating fraud; prevention, detection
and investigation. The following pages give examples of what NHS Western
Isles in partnership with CFS are undertaking with regards to these principles:

2.

Prevention

2.1

Training

2.1.1 All staff must undertake a Counter Fraud Learn Pro (online training) as part of
their mandatory training. Regular training is provided to relevant staff by the

Fraud Liaison Officer, the latest training was about Staff Fraud (see attached
as appendix 1). Counter Fraud Services hold workshops and awareness
sessions at the Board normally every two years. These workshops /
awareness sessions are for all staff to attend, these can be about
procurement fraud, IT fraud etc. (see Appendix 2 for examples).
2.1.2 Counter Fraud Services send out regular Bulletins, newsletters and fraud
alerts which are disseminated where relevant. They have a social media
presence and recently have had a TV series commissioned on their role and
the cases that have been taken to court successfully.
2.2

Policies

2.2.1 NHS Western Isles has procedures and policies in place which reduce the
likelihood of fraud and theft occurring. These include the Standing Orders,
Standing Financial Instructions, Financial Operating Procedures, a system of
internal control, and a system of risk assessment. The Board also has a
payment verification system relating to Family Health Service expenditure.
This policy supports the Scottish Government’s Strategy to Combat NHS
Fraud in Scotland.
2.2.2

NHS Western Isles also have a whistle blowing policy which is due to be
replaced by a national NHS Whistle blowing policy together with a specific
non executive who will be the whistle blowing champion. All staff on a regular
basis are asked to read the relevant parts of the code of corporate
governance, standing financial instructions, fraud policy and other relevant
staff policies that govern NHS Western Isles. Each budget holder has to sign
a declaration that he or she has read the relevant parts and understand their
delegations and return to finance for monitoring.

2.2.3 It is the responsibility of the Board and its management to maintain adequate
and effective internal controls, which deter and facilitate the detection of any
fraud. The role of Internal Audit is to evaluate these systems of control. It is
not the responsibility of Internal Audit to detect fraud, but rather to indentify
weaknesses in the systems that could potentially give rise to error or fraud.
3.

Detecting Fraud

3.1

Through regular monitoring against budgets, NHS Western Isles are able to
investigate high expenditure above budget levels to ensure these are not
forms of fraud.

3.2

On a monthly basis regular checks are undertaken on the level of overtime,
excess hours and bank that is undertaken. Any anomalies are checked by the

relevant manager and investigated further if required.
3.3

The National Fraud Initiative (NFI) in Scotland is a counter-fraud exercise led
by Audit Scotland, and overseen by the Cabinet Office for the UK as a whole.
It uses computerised techniques to compare information about individuals
held by different public bodies, and on different financial systems that might
suggest the existence of fraud or error. This means that public bodies can
take action if any fraud or error has taken place, and it allows auditors to
assess fraud prevention arrangements which those bodies have in place.

3.4.

The Board may also receive reports of alleged fraud or other irregularities
from many sources including:
 employees
 patients or the public
 primary care contractors
 suppliers
 police
 Counter Fraud Services

3.5

Members of staff with evidence or suspicions of fraud should report the matter
immediately to their Line Manager who will then report the matter without
delay to the Fraud Liaison Officer (FLO). They may also, or instead, discuss
the matter confidentially with the FLO. If, after consideration, the suspicion
seems well founded the FLO will inform the Chief Executive and the reporting
employee. The FLO will then consult with Counter Fraud Services to ascertain
whether the investigation will proceed on a criminal and / or civil / disciplinary
basis.

3.6

Staff are assured that in accordance with the Board’s Whistle blowing policy,
there will be no recriminations against staff who report suspicions held in good
faith. Victimising or deterring staff from reporting concerns is a serious
disciplinary matter.

4.

Investigating Fraud

4.1

The Board has entered into a formal Partnership Agreement with Counter
Fraud Services which provides a specialist investigation service to NHS
Scotland bodies. All instances of fraud will be referred to them for
consideration of investigation.
The allegation of fraud or other irregularity may be in respect of a wide range
of people including for example:
 an employee
 a director of the Board





an independent primary care contractor
a patient
a supplier

4.2

The Fraud Liaison Officer will discuss each relevant case with Counter Fraud
Services to determine if there is a potential for criminal prosecution or
disciplinary and/or civil action. Where there is potential for criminal
prosecution, Counter Fraud Services will carry out an investigation, including
gathering evidence, interviewing witnesses and interviewing the subject under
caution. If Counter Fraud Services conclude that there is evidence of a
criminal offence, they will submit a Standard Prosecution Report to the
Procurator Fiscal. Any decision to prosecute will be at the sole discretion of
the Procurator Fiscal.

4.3

If the allegation concerns an employee, Counter Fraud Services will take
account of the Board’s personnel policies and will consult with the Director of
Human Resources in respect of relevant issues including suspension. Where
the allegation is in respect of an independent primary care contractor, a
patient or a supplier, Counter Fraud Service will undertake all consultation
with the Fraud Liaison Officer. It is expected that Counter Fraud Services will
undertake all investigations, in co-operation with the Board’s internal auditors,
in respect of primary care contractors, patients and suppliers.

4.4

For fraud that involves employees where CFS deem that either criminal
prosecution would not be viable or necessary then the person who is allegedly
committing fraud is taken through NHS Western Isles Disciplinary processes
where relevant.

5.

Conclusion

5.1

NHS Western Isles have not had many fraud cases reported in the last three
years, a log is kept of all reported fraud and the Board receives details of any
Family Health Service Fraud.
Counter Fraud Services state “There is always going to be fraud:- It is a fact
that some individuals will look to make gain where there is opportunity, and
organisations need robust processes in place to prevent, detect and
investigate fraud and corruption”.
NHS Western Isles are confident that there are adequate and robust controls
in place to deter fraud and or detect potential fraud cases.

Appendix 1- Staff Fraud in the NHS

Staff Fraud in the NHS
Training and Awareness Session
2019

Background
▫ Estimated amount of Fraud (fraud, embezzlement,
theft, corruption and other irregularities against NHS
Scotland) costs NHS Scotland approximately
£300,000,000 per year – that is 3 hundred million
pounds which is equivalent of 62,500 band 5 nurses a
year.
▫ NHS Western Isles “share” of that fraud will be in the
region of £2m – equivalent of 42 band 5 nurses a year.
▫ Biggest area of reported fraud is fraud committed by
staff at 38% of all reported fraud in 18/19.

Areas of Staff Fraud
▫
▫
▫
▫

Stealing cash from vulnerable patients.
Stealing medical supplies and equipment to sell on.
Stealing drugs to sell on or to use.
Falsifying invoices > diverting cash payments to your
bank account.
▫ Procurement fraud > awarding tenders to family
members, rigging specifications etc.
▫ Working elsewhere during NHS time, on call or
unauthorised absence and 2nd employment in the
same time frame as the 1st.

▫ Falsifying entries into SSTS, i.e. overtime, toll
hours, excess hours.
▫ False declaration on job applications including
falsifying qualifications and job position.
▫ Providing false references.
▫ Sickness absence > fit note contradicts what you
are able to do (can’t work with bad back but seen
weight training in gym) or declared off sick but is
taking paid employment elsewhere.
▫ Falsifying travel and subsistence or relocation
claims by for example, submitting false invoices.

Consequences of Fraud
▫ Diverts tax payers money from NHS treatment into
people’s pockets (total £300 million).
▫ Other staff, senior management lose trust in a service.
▫ Possible gross misconduct and loss of job and
livelihood.
▫ Criminal Conviction.
▫ Can cause fatal incident, (e.g. clinician with false
qualifications).
▫ Can put strain on other colleagues covering the
workload of staff.
▫ Sometimes can cause copy cats “he/she is getting away
with putting extra hours down why can’t I”.

Fraud – together we can stamp out
• Prevention –Zero Tolerance Approach
▫ Tight Policies and Procedures should be in place.
▫ Working in partnership.
▫ Training > Learn Pro and briefing by the Fraud
Liaison Officer (FLO).
▫ Counter Fraud awareness sessions.
▫ Insider threat initiatives > interactive video
workshop.
▫ Sign posting staff to deal with personal debt.

• Detection
▫ National Fraud Initiative > matching workers
across organisations, matching workers against
Directors of companies.
▫ CFS Hotline.
▫ FLO confidential phone call.
▫ Analysing high overtime and high excess hours
reports.
▫ Analysing high spend areas.
▫ Taking responsibility when signing off travel,
subsistence and relocation expenses.

• Investigation
▫ Report any likely fraud to counter fraud services.
▫ Work with counter fraud services with regards to
likelihood of conviction. If not financial viable for
possible court action then staff disciplinary route
should be taken.
▫ Inform HR colleagues of necessary investigation
and possible discipline against any staff member.
They will arrange suitable HR support,
communicate to staff member and union
representation and arrange relevant meetings.

Appendix 2- Workshops / Awareness Sessions

Counter Fraud Services

Fraud and Cyber Crime
Awareness Session
Thursday 13th June 2019
2.00pm to 4.00pm
Lecture Theatre, Clinical Skills, Western Isles Hospital
Suitable for all employees, the content is aimed at the fraud and
cybercrime risks that arise both in our private and working lives.

Why attend:
Raise your awareness of what fraud is, and the impact that it has
on the NHS and the wider public sector. Learn about the variety of
ways that people have used to bribe, steal and scam their way to
grab public money. You will hear examples of fraud and corruption
offences that were investigated by CFS. Learn how CFS uses
information it receives from people like you to develop
investigations and bring the fraudsters to account.
Cybercrime is the most commonly reported criminal offence in the
U.K. Most organisations respond to cybercrime through policies
and email reminders to employees to look out for suspicious
emails and links to websites. However, human behaviour is a vital
element to countering the threat from cyber-criminals.
Raise your awareness of the risks from using networked
technology and the consequences of falling victim to cybercrime.
You will hear the latest behavioural strategies to help us stay safe
online and protect our data.
If you are unable to attend the session but are keen to learn more
please contact cherylmartin@nhs.net.

•

Counter Fraud Services

Counter Fraud Service
Banner Stand
Friday 14th June 2019
10.00am to 12.30pm
Cafeteria, Western Isles Hospital

Mr Graeme Ross and Iain MacMillan from Counter Fraud Services
will be available in the Western Isles Hospital Cafeteria from
10.30am to 12.30pm for anyone who wishes more information on
any aspect of fraud or cyber crime.
Please pop in to see them, there will be free pens.

